Abstract. With the development and expansion of cities, the public water distribution systems in cities would be enlarged as a consequence. Therefore, as far as the monitoring of water distribution systems is concerned, strategic placement of additional sensors throughout distribution network would exert great impact on the performance of real-time early warning systems (EWSs). On the other hand, constraints of the modification cost on the original placement strategy should also be taken into consideration. In this paper, we reduce the incremental sensor deployment optimization problem to set cover problem and algorithms with provable performance guarantees because of the submodularity property of the objective function based on greedy heuristic are designed and optimized by local search approaches such as simulated annealing. The detailed experimental results using two benchmark distribution networks demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of our algorithms.
Introduction
For early warning systems (EWSs) design, the general goal of sensor placement to optimization is to place a limited number of sensors in a water distribution network such that the impact to public health of an accidental or intentional injection of contaminant is minimized. There have been a large amount of works [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] proposed on optimizing water sensor network placement. [1] gives an overview for the literature on optimizing sensor networks for containment detection. Most of these approaches are only able to perform on small networks up to about 500 nodes. Many approaches cannot provide provable performance guarantees since they adopt heuristics. To name a few, [1] equate the placement problem with a p-median problem and make use of a large toolset of existing algorithms for this problem. They consider two algorithm mixed integer programming(MIP) and a fast heuristic(GRASP). [13] uses genetic algorithms and [8] adopt crossentropy selection. The first algorithm which gives a performance bound is [14] . In their work, a algorithm CLEF is proposed by exploiting the submodularity property [15, 16] , which can achieve at least a fraction of 1 − 1 e of the optimal solution. This algorithm can handle network of size up to 10000 nodes. All the algorithms mentioned above do not consider the sensor placement problem accumulatively. With the development and expansion of cities, the public water distribution systems in cities would be enlarged as a consequence. Therefore, as far as the monitoring of water distribution systems is concerned, strategic placement of additional sensors throughout distribution network would play a vital role in real-time early warning systems (EWSs). On the other hand, the change of the structure of original water distribution systems may exert great influence on the efficiency of EWSs and may be costly. Sometimes, we was not given a fixed amount of sensors and to optimize the objectives defined in previous section, instead, the requirement of sensor placement problem would be: given an expected upper-bound of an objective criteria and to use less sensors in the sensor placement planning to detect possible contamination scenarios as more as possible. That kind of requirement for sensor placement problem is common, because with the expansion of the water distribution system in the city, a lager area should be protected from contamination. What the city government concerned would be: is there existing a global expected upper-bound of criteria such as detection time for the sensor placement design such that the contamination influence could be under control.
Therefore, it would be a great challenge to design new strategic to deploy sensors incrementally under the condition that the efficiency should be guaranteed and alteration cost on original sensor placement should be limited. In this paper, we reduce the sensor placement optimization problem in the condition of incremental placement and cost limitation on sensor placement modification to set-cover problem. Optimization Algorithm based on Greedy Heuristic is also presented, whose solution quality is guaranteed due to the sub-modularity property of the Optimization Objective Function defined. Our contributions are:
1. We consider the sensor placement incrementally and take the dynamic change of water distribution system and cost limitation on placement modification in to account. 2. Algorithm for the problem is proposed with provable bound of the solution it returned. Different modification strategies used in the algorithm purposed are also discussed briefly to judge the better strategy. 3. the detailed experimental results using two benchmark distribution networks demonstrate the robustness of the solution found and efficiency of our algorithms.
Preliminariesn

MIP model
In MIP model, water distribution systems are modeled as undirected graph G = (V, E), vertices in set V represents junctions, tanks, and other resources in the systems. Edges in E represent pipes, pumps, and valves. In MIP model, A denotes the set of contamination scenarios which consist of several individual contamination events. Events can be characterized by quadruples of the form (v x , t s , t f , X), where v x ∈ V is the origin of the contamination event, t s and t f are the contamination event start and stop times, and X is the contamination event profile. t a s , t a b respectively denote the start and stop times of the contamination event for scenario a. d a (t) denotes the total network-wide impact of a contamination scenario a at any given point in time t ≥ t a s . γ aj denote the earliest time t at which a hypothetical sensor at junction v j can detect contaminant due to a contamination scenario a. d aj = d a (γ aj ) is the total impact of contamination scenario a if the contaminant is first detected by a sensor at v j . t * denotes the stop time imposed on the water quality simulations If no contaminant ever reaches v j , then γ aj = t * . Let q denote a dummy location that corresponds to failed detection of contamination scenario a. d aq is the total impact of contamination scenario a, if it is not detected before t * . MIP model is used to model the placement of p sensors on a set L ⊆ V , with the objective of minimizing the expected impact of a set A of contamination scenarios. Each contamination scenario A has a likelihood α a such that 
Modification on MIP model
We make some modification on the original MIP model for the requirement of additional sensor placement planning problem. Definition of our additional sensor placement problem is: Given current water distribution system G = (V , E ) and the original version of water distribution system denoted as G = (V, E) (assuming V ⊇ V ), and the current water sensor placement vector S on G . Now we want to place additional u sensors on G . c 1 , c 2 denote the cost of installing and uninstalling a sensor respectively and C represents the upper bound of expected cost of sensor placement alteration. Our optimization objective is identical to original problem.
Vertex set L 1 = {i ∈ V |S i = 1} represents set of vertices in V which has been placed with sensor previously. The formalization of our optimization problem is:
3 Incremental sensor placement optimization problem
The placement performance requirement discussed in the previous section can be defined for both of incremental and non-incremental sensor placement problem.
Definition 1 (covered scenario). if contamination scenario a detected under sensor placement strategy S and the total impact of contamination scenario a, denoted as d a is at most M , then we say that scenarios a is covered by sensor placement strategy S with contaminative impact at most M .
Definition 2 (non-incremental sensor placement). Given the expected upperbound of the criteria considered M and other parameter definitions are the same to MIP model, find a sensor placement strategy S such that number of scenarios covered by S is maximized.
When incremental sensor placement problem is concerned, cost of installing and uninstalling a sensor should be taken into account. Hence, in the following definition, we define a constant upper bound for the number of modifiable original sensor placements.
Definition 3 (incremental sensor placement). Given the expected upperbound of the criteria considered M , number of sensors to be incrementally placed p, upper-bound of the number of modifiable original sensor placements o, the original sensor place strategy S 0 and other parameter definitions are the same to MIP model, find a sensor placement strategy S such that number of scenarios covered by S is maximized.
Reduction to set cover problem
Associating scenario set of vertex v represents all the scenarios which could be detected at vertex v with the contaminative impact within constant M , denoted as R v,M = {a|a ∈ A, v ∈ V, d av ≤ M }, where d av represent the contaminative impact of scenario a when detected at vertex v, similar to definition in MIP model. In order to solve the sensor placement problem on our definitions, we reduce this problem to Maximizing-aimed Set-Cover Problem.
Definition 4 (Maximizing-aimed Set-Cover Problem). Given a universe E = {e 1 ...e n }, collection C = {c 1 ...c m }, such that for each c i ∈ C: c i ⊆ E, to find a subset C of collection C whose cardinality is p, so that the cardinality |
Then we can reduce the incremental sensor placement problem to set-cover problem.
Definition 5 (Evaluation Function).
For any sensor placement strategy S ⊆ V and the expected upper-bound of the criteria considered M , the evaluation function F (S) is defined as:
Definition 6 (incremental sensor placement based on set cover). Given the scenario set A = {a 1 ...a n } as the universe, the expected upper-bound of the criteria considered denoted as M , G(V, E) represent the water distribution network, collection C = {R v,M |v ∈ V } and the number of sensor to be place incrementally p, upper-bound of the number of modifiable original sensor deployed o, the original sensor place strategy SO. Denote sensor place strategy as a vertex set, in which each vertex is chosen to place a sensor. Our goal is to find sensor place strategy C, whose cardinality is p + |SO| and |SO − C| ≤ o, so that the cardinality | v∈C R v,M | is maximized.
Submodularity of evaluation fuction
The Evaluation Function has several intuitive properties. It is nonnegative, F(∅) = 0, i.e., if we place no sensors, the evaluation function is 0. We can also see that evaluation function F is nondecreasing, i.e., for placement strategies A ⊆ B ⊆ V , it holds that F (A) ≤ F (B), hence the evaluation function can only increase if we place more sensors. There is an additional intuitive property: if we add a sensor to a large deployment, we would expect less object function gain than if we add the sensor to a small deployment. This diminishing returns is formalized by the combinatorial concept of submodularity [15] : A set function F is called submodular if for all subsets A ⊆ B ⊆ S and elements ∈ S, it holds that F(A ∪ {s}) − F(A) ≥ F(B ∪ {s}) − F(B), in other words, adding s to the smaller set A helps more than adding it to the larger set B. In fact, we can prove that the Evaluation Function as defined earlier are submodular. Theorem 1. the Evaluation Function F is submodular.
Proof. Firstly, for any sensor placement strategy A ⊆ V , it holds true that:
Assume that :B ⊇ A, the results still hold true for B.
Secondly, according to set operation theorems, we know that:
Algorithms for Optimization
In the last section, we have showed that the sensor placement optimization objective function is submodular. Let's firstly consider the non-incremental sensor placement problem, in which p sensors will be placed in |V | places. Obviously, there are |V | p possible deployment strategies, which is impossible to be searched exhaustively to find the global-optimal deployment strategy for large water distribution network. On the other hand, when our incremental sensor placement problem is considered, which attempt to place p additional sensors and modify placement of at most o sensors placed originally, the strategy searching space would be
where SO represent the original sensor placement strategy). This search space is even larger than that of the non-incremental sensor placement problem. As a result, various heuristic approaches are proposed, which try to find high quality solutions through a search procedure. e.g., genetic algorithms [9] , mixed integer programming solutions(MIP) [2] . However, many of the heuristic approaches don't provide provable quality guarantee about the solution they returned or running-time guarantee.
But the greedy heuristic approach is an exception, which has been proven to provide specific bound for the quality of the solution it returned. Hence, in the following sections, we will base our algorithm on greedy heuristic because of its strong theoretical guarantees. For simplicity, we will discuss the basic greedy algorithm for non-incremental sensor placement problem firstly. Then some modification will be discussed to ensure that the greedy heuristic would be suitable for solving the incremental sensor placement problem.
Basic Greedy Heuristic Approach
The basic greedy heuristic algorithm start with the empty placement, S = ∅ and proceeds iteratively. In each iteration, a new place v ∈ V which can increase the Evaluation Function most would be chosen as the next place to deploy a sensor. a fundamental result by [15] shows that this intuitive procedure is near optimal for the class of nondecreasing submodular functions: The greedy algorithm always return a set S G whose evaluation function value F (S G ) such that
, where S * denote the global optimal placement of p sensors. Hence, the greedy solutions achieve an approximation of at least 1 − 1 e times to the global optimal solution. The 1 − 1 e ≈ 63% of the optimal bound on the greedy algorithm is an offline bound.
The submodularity property of the Evaluation Function F also guarantees a tighter bound on the solution the greedy algorithm found. Let S denote an arbitrary solution for sensor placement problem, and for each place a / ∈ S, let δ a = F (S ∪ {a}) − F (S) represent the improvement gained when a sensor is placed at place a. Assume p sensors would be placed, S * represents the optimal solution for deploying p sensors, and s 1 , ..., s p represent the p places with top-p largest improvement gain, then the online bound could be found for arbitrary solution:
Proof. Because the function with submodularity property is nondecreasing, thus, we have:
Secondly, we define S * i = i t=1 s * t for i = 1, ...p, and S * 0 = ∅ It holds true that
Hence, according to the submodularity property, we have the following inequalities:
Which is equivalent to:
According to definition that s 1 , ..., s p represent the p places with top-p largest improvement gain, thus, we have
Running time of the greedy algorithm The running time of the algorithm is proportional to the number of locations |V | = n, the contamination scenarios considered m and the time taken to compute the evaluation function F , which is a union operation in this case whose complexity is O(m). In each iteration, O(n) places should be tested for evaluation function F , thus, the total running time would be O(pnm).
Optimization on the basic greedy algorithm In our implementation, some modification would be made on the basic greedy algorithm to enhance its efficiency(See Algorithm 1). The key idea lies in that the set union operation would cost less if the cardinality of sets decrease. Thus, instead of recalculating δ v for each currently unselected place v repeatedly in every iteration, we update set R v,M for each currently unselected place v at the end of each iteration by eliminating the scenarios which has been covered by the place chosen in the iteration. In this case, at each iteration, it hold true that δ v = |R v,M | and with the proceeding of the algorithm, cardinality of most R v,M would decrease dramatically because we actively update R v,M .
Algorithm 1 Optimized Greedy Heuristic
Input: p, M , Rv,M f or ∀v ∈ V Output:
SG ← {vc} SG 6:
end for 9:
iter ← iter + 1 10: end while 11: return SG
Algorithm for Incremental Sensor Placement Problem
In the last two sections, we have discuss the greedy heuristics algorithms for non-incremental sensor placement optimization. In this section, we would apply the greedy heuristic to incremental sensor placement problem. We use DecisionF unction to decide which partition of the original sensor placement strategy to be preserved and we will discuss different strategies adapted in DecisionF unction and their performance in detail later. According our definition of incremental sensor placement problem, there are at lest |SO| − o sensors remain unchanged in our new sensor placement strategy. Algorithm can be divided into 3 parts. The first part of algorithm is DecisionF unction which is responsible for choosing |SO| − o sensors in SO to be preserved in the final placement strategy(denoted as S r in the algorithm 2). The second part of the algorithm would update R v,M for every place v at which no sensor is deployed to eliminate the scenarios covered by the |SO| − o sensors chosen previously. The third part of the algorithm is identical to Algorithm 1, in which p + o sensors would be placed by greedy heuristic.
Strategies Applied in DecisionFunction DecisionF unction is responsible for choose |SO|−o sensors to be preserved in the final sensor placement strategy. Obviously, that decision would make a significant impact on the quality of the final sensor placement strategy found by Algorithm 2. In this paper, the following strategies would be considered.
Randomized Heuristic(RH)
The randomized Heuristic simply choose |SO| − o sensors from the original sensor placement strategy SO randomly.
Greedy Heuristic(GH)
The greedy heuristic strategy is identical to algorithm 1, which start with the empty placement, S = ∅ and proceeds |SO| − o times iteratively. In each iteration, a new place v ∈ SO which can provide increase the Evaluation Function most would be chosen as the next place to deploy a sensor.
Simulated Annealing Optimization of Randomized Heuristic(SA)
Firstly, we use Randomized Heuristic to choose |SO| − o sensors denoted as S RH . Then, the local search heuristic approach: Simulated Annealing would be applied to the original solution to reach a local optimal solution. Let S cur denotes the solution to be optimized in current iteration. The simulated annealing process, in each round, purposes an exchange of a selected location s ∈ S cur and an unselected location s ∈ SO − S cur and compute the evaluation function gain of the exchange δ = F (S cur ∪ {s } − {s}) − F (S cur ). If δ is positive (i.e. the exchange operation has optimized the previous solution), the proposal is accepted. Otherwise, the proposal is accepted with probability exp( δ ϑt ), where ϑ t is the annealing tempature at round t. We use exponential decay schema, where ϑ t = Cq t , for some large constant C and small constant q(0 < q < 1).
Algorithm 2 Optimized Greedy Heuristic for Incremental Sensor Placement
Input: p, M , Rv,M f or ∀v ∈ V ,SO,o Output:
end for 6: end for 7: 5 Experimental Study
Network Analyzed and Simulation Setting
We considered both the small network on 129 nodes (BWSN1),and a large, realistic, 12,527 node distribution network (BWSN2) provided as part of the BWSN challenge [17] . We run EPANET hydraulic simulation and water quality simulation for the two water distribution networks described above. In term of criteria to evaluate contamination impact, in August 2006, the Battle of Water Sensor Networks(BWSN) [17] challenge proposed four realistic objective functions: the time until an intrusion is detected (Z 1 ), the expected population affected by an intrusion(Z 2 ), the expected amount of contaminated water consumed(Z 3 ) and likelihood of detection(Z 4 ). The criteria Z 2 , Z 3 , Z 4 could be consider as a function varying with elapsed time, thus, we adapt Z 1 as the evaluation criteria in experiment. For network BWSN1, 516 contamination scenarios were generated for each of the nodes in the water distribution network at 4 different attack time: 6 A.M., 12 A.M., 6 P.M., 12 P.M. Each contamination features 96-hour injection of a fictional contaminant at strength 1000mg/min (using EPANET's "MASS" injection type) and had a total duration of 96 hours. For network BWSN2, 4000 contamination scenarios were generated for 1000 nodes randomly selected in the water distribution network and other settings are the same as BWSN1. In the following experiments, we fix M = 120, 150(min) for BWSN1 and BWSN2 respectively. For both of the two network's water quality simulation, we assume that a sensor would alarm when the concentration of contaminant surpass 10mg/L at the place the sensor was deployed. The quality of the sensor placement strategy S is measured by detect ratio, which is defined as
|A| , where |A| denotes the total number of contamination scenarios considered.
Incremental vs non-incremental Sensor Placement
In this section, we will show the necessity of taking the modification cost on original sensor deployment strategy into consideration, when we aim at optimize the performance of sensor placement under the incremental sensor placement case. In this case, 3 modification strategy are compared: no modification, limited modification and complete modification on original placement on both the performance quality and the modification cost spent on original sensor placement. For each network, we would generate an original sensor placement randomly and set |SO| = 5 and |SO| = 10 for network BW SN 1 and network BW SN 2 respectively. o is set as 2 and 5 for BW SN 1 and BW SN 2 in incremental case study. It's clear that limited modification served as a trade-off compared with the other two strategies. In Figure 1 , although the detect ratio is just a little lower than that of complete modification strategy and higher than that of no modification strategy, the modification cost is upper-bounded by o = 2, 5 while that of complete modification strategy much higher on average(number of sensor to be replaced is 5,10 in BWSN1 and BWSN2 respectively).
Analysis of different Strategies Applied in DecisionFunction
In Section 4.2, we have purpose 3 different strategies for DecisionF unction to choose the sensor placements to be preserved in the final sensor placement. In this section, we will compare the three strategies on the quality of final sensor placement strategy. In Figure 2 , we set |SO| = 5 and |SO| = 10 for network BW SN 1 and network BW SN 2 respectively. o is set as 2 and 5 respectively for BW SN 1 and BW SN 2 in incremental case study. We also set iteration number to be 1000 for the simulated annealing strategy. According to Figure 2(a) , simulated annealing(SA) and random heuristic(RH) strategy show higher detect ratio than greedy heuristic(GH) does. However, in Figure 2(b) , the performance of the 3 strategies are relatively close to each other, because the scale of network BWSN2 is much larger, which made it more difficult for local search strategy to jump out from a local optimal solution. 
Robustness against contamination scenario
The number of possible contamination scenarios is impossible to be enumerated even theoretically. Thus, could a sensor placement strategy with high detect ratio on scenario set considered be still reliable, when unknown contamination scenario occur? There is no guarantee that a placement strategy with high detect ratio on the training contamination scenario set would also perform well to detect other unknown contamination scenarios. Therefore, in this section, we will illustrate that sensor placement founded by our algorithms are robust against unknown scenarios. During our experiments, we set |SO| = 5, 10 and o = 2, 5 for network BW SN 1 and network BW SN 2 respectively, and use simulated annealing strategy with 1000 iterations in DecisionF unction. In Figure 3 , we vary the number of sensor to be placed incrementally and compute detect ratio on scenarios sets considered respectively. We generate 4 scenario sets for BW SN 1 and BW SN 2 randomly as test cases, each set contains 100 scenarios, and compute detect ratio for each of the test case scenario sets. In this figure, we compare the detect ratio of the training sets and the test case sets on average. With the sensors to be placed varying, detect ratio of test case on average is almost the same as that of training contamination sets, which shows that the sensor placement strategy is robust against unknown contamination scenarios. 
Running Time Analysis
In this section, we will compare running time of exhausted searching, the greedy algorithm and the fast greedy algorithm on running on BW SN 1 and BW SN 2. We fix |SO| = 5 and |SO| = 10 for network BW SN 1 and network BW SN 2 respectively. We can observe in Figure 4 that the greedy algorithms achieve a great improvement comparing with exhausted searching. Moreover, the running time of greedy algorithms is linear to the sensors to be placed when the training contamination scenario set is fixed, which has been proved previously. In Figure 4 (b), optimized greedy algorithm shows better efficiency than the original version on large network BWSN2, because a fraction of scenarios is associated with many vertices in network, when they are detected and removed, the cardinality of R v,M for many different vertex v decreased, thus the set operation become faster. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we consider the sensor placement optimization problem in the condition of incremental placement and cost limitation on sensor placement modification, which is quite realistic in real-world. We also propose a reduction of the problem based on our definition to set-cover problem. In this way, an universal bound on contamination detection time could be guaranteed. Optimization Algorithm based on Greedy Heuristic is proposed, whose solution quality is guaranteed due to the sub-modularity property of the Optimization Objective Function defined. Optimization of the algorithm proposed is also discussed briefly both theoretically and experimentally.
